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INTRODUCTION
Threshing is the process of breaking the attaching bond between
a seed and the other plant parts. Corn shelling is a particular
application of threshing in which corn kernels are detached from
tht: cob.
Cage sheller and cylinder-concave mechanisms have been used for
corn shelling. The cylinder-concave mechanism is more widely used due
to its ability to thresh other grains as well as shell corn.
Although the idea of using a cylinder-concave mechanism was known
by the latter 1830*s, little improvement has been made in the basic
system. Scientific studies have been carried out during the last 40
yerrs, but only in the last 15 jrears have some modifications been
introduced to minimize damage on crops; however the basic concept of
operation remains the same (10),
Great attention was paid to the experimental macroscopic process
to maintain seed viability and to obtain maximum efficiency of the
system when threshing different crops (1, 8, 9, 33, 16) , Different
geometric and kinematic arrangements of the cylinder, rasp bars and
concave, as well as different crops at various moistiare content levels and
various feeding rates, have been tested. Statistical analysis have shown
the main significant parameters affecting shelling. However the
theoretical macroscopic process remains quite unexplored.
On the other hand, only a little experimental and theoretical
work has been done oh the microscopic shelling process, which is of
prime importance in evaluating the efficiency of the process and in
indicating desirable changes and improvements to the actual system.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Hopkins and Pickard (13) tested corn shelling with a cylinder
combine, and measured shellinp: efficiency and the forces acting on the
concave at different cylinder velocities, concave clearance and corn
moisture content,
Kolganov (l6) discussed the cylinder velocity required to remove
kernels from the cob, in terms of energy necessary to detach the kernels.
He found that the cylinder velocity could be low enough to avoid serious
grain damage,
Zoerb (2^), studying mechanical and rheological properties of grains,
reported that under compression and shear, the load required to produce
rupture decreased as grain moisture content increased; however, in shear
impacting tests he found that energy to rupture increased with grain
moisture content. Energy of rupture in impacting tests became larger
than energy of rupture in static tests. He also reported a modulus of
elasticity in the "elastic region" of 5^,600 psi in corn kernels with
liM m,c., under compression forces.
Hall (12) reported that static forces required to remove kernels
from the cob decreased as moisture content decreased. He observed
small differences between the transverse and longitudinal bending
forces required to remove kernels.
Burmistrova (4) reported that impacts in the kernel row direction
caused the least amount of damage,
Krutikov (l?) presented a mathematical model devoted to the rational
selection of parameters of the threshing mechanism. He assumed that
compressive stress acting on the crop throughout the concave followed
the empirical equation:
where,
Ag = thickness of the crop before compression
Z\n = thickness of crop after compression
<f} ~ constant depending on the physical and mechanical properties
of the crop,
Arnold (l) tested different concave lengths and cylinder diameters
on wheat threshing. He found that length of concave is important in
threshing efficiency and that it controls the degree of separation in
the drum, according to the relation:
1 — = e"^^
N
whore,
N = n\mber of free grains in the length of the concave under
consideration
n = nvwiber of grains removed in that length (L) of the concave
K = constant based on the characteristics of the crop being
threshed,
Bilanski (2), in his work on damage resistance of seed grains, used
a small pendulum and low velocity impact and showed that corn kernels
with the germ side down required about ten times more energy to initiate
fraoture than kernels on edge; the static forces applied to the kernels
in the first position were about three times larger than those required
to initiate fracture in the kernels on edge.
Tiirner, Suggs and Dickens (22) used high speed photography
(3,000 frames per second) in studying impact damage on peanuts. Times
of impact, velocity of impact and forces during the impact as well as
coefficient of restitution were calculated from the high speed films,
Castelli (5) tested the separation efficiency through yhe concave
on vrtieat threshing. Nine bags were installed under the concave,
collecting separated materials frcm each of the nine regions along the
concave length, and another bag collected unthreshed material after the
beater,
Gasparetto (10) used high speed motion film (3,000 frames per
second) and studied velocities and accelerations imparted to wheat
grains during threshing, and he associated grain velocities with
concave separation. He introduced a parameter "index of grain separation
through the concave", defined as:
^s =
3 -c
Vt
where,
Vq = critical velocity for the concave separation (m/sec)
p = ratio of actual grain to the total product
v^ = grain mean tangential velocity (m/sec)
i_ = index of grain separation through the concave,
Waelti (23) presented a mathematical model for ear shelling under
the hypothesis that forces were transmitted from one kernel to the next
around the vrfiole ear. Through a multiple regression analysis he
determined the main parameters of the corn affecting damage as; kernel
detachment force, kernel strength, kernel initial and final thickness
and cob strength.
Dobrescu, Dumitrescu and Mironescu (8), testing the capacity of a
combine harvesting corn, studied grain separation in the thresher,
walker and shaker. They used previous Icnowledge from other crops and
fitted exponential separation functions in the three components. The
model for the thresher mechanism was:
Q3 = 1 - )
where,
Qg = grain separated in the length L of the concave (kg/sec)
= grai-n input (kg/sec)
L = length of the concave (m)
K = coefficient, depending on thresher and corn characteristics
(m-l).
It was found that K for the thresher, remained basically constant,
varying between 3,0 and 3,2, for moisture content varying from 28^ to
10^, respectively, and husked ears. When feeding the whole plant, K
remained between 2,9 and 3,1, for the same moisture contents i*eported
above. In both cases, feed rate varied fran 1,0 to ^.5 kg per second,
of corn kernels.
Fox (9), studying a new shelling device, compared maximum forces
on the concave and peak torques on the cylinder while feeding one ear
a time, to forces and torques on his ccmipressive rotating thresher.
OBJECTIVES
Experimental work has been dcaie to point out the main parameters
in the com threshing that are responsible for damage and the capacity
of the system. Specifically on corn shelling, however, no theoretical
studies involving the interaction of the cylinder-concave mechanism and
corn mechanical and morphological properties have been done.
Two aspects of corn shelling are considered; a mathematical model
and experimental analysis.
The mathematical model to describe com shelling is divided into
two parts, static and dynainic, and these are treated independently frcan
one another, as a simplification of the actual process. Even though it
is not completely adjusted to fit the actual shelling process, the
proposed model should illustrate the mechanism of shelling, and most
importantly, show the interaction between sheller and corn. This
should contribute to a better understanding of the actual process and
presents a new point of view of the physical system, which could be a
starting point for improving the actual system or process.
The objectives of the experimental work were to obtain values of
forces and impulses during corn kernel removal, and to measure mechanical
properties of the com.
THEORETICAL MODfcX
The energy input during com shelling with a cylinder-concave
system is dissipated by four classes of forces. These are parasitic
forces, cOTipression forces, rubbing forces and impact forces.
Parasitic forces: result frc»n bearing friction and aerodynamics
effects. Their small effect can be easily determined with the system
running unloaded.
Compression forces: result from interaction of the geometry of
the thresher system vjith physical and morphological properties of corn,
Rubbing forces: result frcm the friction between com particles
(kernels, cob, husk, etc,,) and the rasp bars (steel), as well as
between each pair of actual particles in the concave. This last case
can be thought as a shearing force on the material. These friction
and shearing effects result in an apparent rubbing coefficient,
which is a function of corn moisture content, cylinder velocity, and
pressure distribution in the cylinder-concave clearance. Although
undesirable, their presence is inherent in this shelling process.
The rubbing effect can be considerd as static during the actual
shelling process, if the following assumptions are made:
1, Velocity of com particles is constant from inlet to outlet;
2, Concave clearance is completely full;
3, Action of rasp bars is continuous.
Assumptions 2 and 3 appear in the mathematical model through
coefficients of continuity.
The rubbing and compression effects are not believed to be
responsible for most of the kernel detachment and separation, or for
all of the corn kernel damage. Their influence is largely significant
in the power consumption of the threshing system. Peaks of compression
forces are very high, and it is quite probable that a significant part
of damage occurs under quasi-static effects. Quasi-static effects are
in a transition range between static and impact effects. Their time
duration is short enough to be considered as an impact, but still long
enough to be considered static.
Impact forces: result from the intermittent shocks of rasp bars
with corn particles. Their effects are present during the threshing
process and are generally thought to be largely responsible for grain
damage, Hovrever the behavior of com kernels under impact forces is
not well known.
Shelling Mechanism Parameters
Assijming that an actual cylinder-concave mechanism is used for
com shelling, the geoiietric and kinematic parameters involved in the
proposed mathematical model are:
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cylinder diameter
cylinder and concave id.dth
number of rasp bars
rasp bar width
concave inlet clearance
concave outlet clearance
concave wrapping angle
ratio of concave inlet clearance to outlet clearance
cylinder tangential velocity
Figure 1 shows the geometric parameters in a schematic view of the
shelling mechanism.
Com Crop Parameters
Com crop feed rate into a threshing cylinder is perhaps the most
important factor affecting power consumption during the shelling process.
If a combine is used in field shelling, com feed rate is associated
with com ear parameters as well as with the ccsnbine parameters, as
given in Equation 1:
N = — pr (1)
where,
p = average number of ears per stalk
ej = average distance between stalks in a row
11
Figure 1• Geometric j»rameters of a cylinder-concave mechanism
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r - number of harvested rows
= combine forward speed
M = number of harvested com ears per unit of time, or corn ear
feed rate.
Assuming an average mass per corn ear and a density for ear corn,
the corn feed rate, or sheller input, can be expressed in terms of
discharge or flow rate, as:
"^1
pr (2)
or
„ Qin
V. = —N = . = ' pr (3)in ^ ^ ei ^
where,
= average com ear mass
^ = ear corn density
Assuming that d^ represents an average corn ear diameter, corn
feeding rate can be thought as a continuous process through rectangular
duct, with the height equal to the average ear diameter, or crop
thiclcness, and an apparent width, b^ given by:
Q^v. Mi p r
b. = = _i_ (4)
where,
d^ = average com ear diameter
b^ = reduced, or apparent, com crop width
Physical interpretation of the reduced width is that it represents
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the minimunt dimension of a duct with x d^ cross section area, able
to carry the harvested com ears at the same velocity as the combine
velocity.
This abstraction guarantees the assumption that the concave
clearance space is ccwipletely full of com.
Interaction between Corn Crop and Shelling Mechanism
The schematic representation shown in Figure 2 is a cross section
view of the rasp bar cylinder and the concave, A cartesian coordinate
system Qxy is supposed fixed with the concave, while the polar coordinate
system OR, describes the position of any particle into the concave.
Concave clearance is a function of the angle :
h = h( o< )
If h( c< ) varies linearly with , then
h(o. ) = (5)
where,
h^ = concave clearance at the inlet
h2 = concave clearance at the outlet
© = concave wrapping angle (rad)
h^)= concave clearance at angleo(
This linear relationship is found in most of the actual threshing
mechanisms.
Assuming that only com kernels are separated through the concave,
according to some functional relationship with the position as illustrated
14
Figure 2. Cylinder-concave mechanism: reference coordinate systems
Figure 3. Corn crop parameters and specific kernel separation along
the concave
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in Figure 3t then, by the continuity equation, the specific grain
separation per unit of concave width is given by:
q = q( o<. ) = (6)
R d c<
Integration of equation 6 yields;
where, ^
Qs(°< ) = q(°< ) dc< (8)
represents the discharge of corn kernels throiigh the concave from inlet
to the position ^ , or, along the length 1( c>< ) of the concave, given by:
) = (R + h^^g)o<
From equation 7, Qj^( <=>\ ) represents the com kernel discharge through a
general concave clearance cross section.
By analogy, the com crop flow rate, through a general concave
clearance cross section is expressed by:
- o(
V( cx )= _RI do< (gj
where, o
= com ear flow rate at the concave inlet
^ker~ kernels
This variation in corn crop flow rate along the concave length
yields a variation in corn crop thickness in the concave clearance, as
a function of angular position, and expressed by:
c? = (10)
Substituting from equation 9, equation 10 becomes:
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S {a ) = lie ^ o< ) do< (10.a)
1 "^/fker
or,
§( ok) =H ^—S ; /q(cx ) do< (lO.b)
where represents the com crop thickness at the concave inlet, and is
equal to the average com ear diameter.
Strain
Considering that the concave clearance is full, as previously
hypothesized, and there is no restrictions imposed by the cylinder, the
corn crop thickness can be expressed by equation 10,b, since there is no
external pressure acting on the crop.
However, as the com ears enter into the concave they are forced to
conform to the concave clearance thickness, as given by equation 5.
Referring to the actual com crop thickness, if released frcsn
extemal press\ires, at a general section, and the actual concave
clearance at the same section, a strain can be associated vrith the com
crop and defined as:
<£ (o< ) = ) (11)
c5 (cy )
where,
( o< ) = corn crop thickness at ^
h ( or ) = concave clearance at cx
£ ( ) = corn crop strain at cxf
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Stress
To obtain a simplified notion of stress distribution during corn
shelling, corn crop material into the concave clearance is assumed to
be subjected only to compression forces in the radial direction. Forces
in transverse direction vanish, while in the tangential direction there
are no compression forces but only shear forces originating from the
surface boundary actions, as friction and rubbing forces. This simpli
fied state of stress is shown in Figure 5. where a Mohr Circle diagram
was used to express stresses at a point in the concave.
Figure 4 represents an elemental volume of corn crop subjected to
the external constraints, cylinder rasp bars and concave.
From experimental considerations, a stress^strain relationship can
be fitted for ear under compression, as shown in Figvire 6, The graph
indicates an elastic region at the beginning until cob rupture, followed
by a yield. Another elastic region develops if the compression continues
on the same ear.
The same procedure for cobs alone or for partially shelled ears
would result in other stress-strain relationships. However, if the
actual corn kernel detachment rate from the cob and the kernel separation
rate through the concave are known a more realistic description of the
entire process could be determined, A hypothetical continuous function
is shown superimposed in Figure 6, Itiis representation suggests a func
tional stress-strain relationship, expressed by:
(T = p = E( c< ) £( o< ) (12)
where.
IS-.
Figure 4. Elemental corn crop volume subjected to external constraints
forces
Figure 5* Mohr's circle describing the corn crop state of stress
in the concave
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i«igure ?• Idealized modulus of elasticity of corn crop
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p = radial pressure on the com crop at position cx
(5 = radial strain defined at position cx
E( c< ) = modulus of elasticity of the actual com crop
at position
In general, E is a function of the crop material as well as a
function of the actual strain, since the corn as a biological material,
is not perfectly elastic over the full range of deformation.
Assuming that E varies continuously, then, the simplest function
relating E( 6. ) with the actual strain, as shown in Figure is given
by:
E( £ ) = + ft (13)
where,
and V are functions of the actual corn particles, moisture
content, variety, size of particles, etc.
Forces acting on the shelier mechanism
The following hypotheses are assumed, permitting the quasi-static
forces present during corn shelling using a cylinder-concave system to
be determined,
1, Ccxnpression of corn crop into the concave clearance is uniaxial
in the radial direction
2, Compression of com crop into the concave clearance is quasi-»
statically applied
3« Compression is due to cylinder concave constraints
Strain along tangential and transverse directions are disregarded
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5. Com has a modulus of elasticity that vajries linearly with
strain.
As a consequence, an elemental volxme of com in the concave is
subjected to the elemental radial force and elemental tangential force
on the contact stirface with the cylinder, as shown in Figure 8, Theue
forces are expressed by:
dF^ = b^pRdc^ = JbpRdo^
dFp = y^dFj, = /Jb^ p Rdw =yu ( b p Rdo< (X5)
vrtiere,
p = radial pressure acting on the corn crop at position o(
b^= reduced com crop width
R = cylinder radius
dov= elemental cylinder wrapping anle (rad)
= rubbing coefficient
elemental radial for^e on the cylinder
®l9wental tangential force on the cylinder
and,
= coefficient of reduced width,
is defined as;
b
> _ 1 _ m p r
b^ = reduced com crop width
b = actual concave width
The coefficient of reduced width, ] . is defined as the ratio between the
apparent or reduced width and the actual concave width.
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Rubbing Torque on the Cylinder Shaft
It was assumed previously that the cylinder acts continuously. To
maintain this hypothesis, and obtain the rubbing torque by integration,
a coefficient A is defined (17) as;
:^= -a-i— (17)
zrrR
wiiere,
n = number of rasp bars
1 = width of a rasp bar
R = cylinder radius
An expression for the elemental rubbing torque and its integral
can be written,
dM ^ = R dF^ (10)
rub t
e 0
«rub ®rub = j dF^ (19)
where, ® o
14 = rubbing torque
rub
Substituting eqxiation 15 in equation 19,
2
^rub ~ ^ <=<) (20)
-'O
Since p( ) = p( E,6 ) is known, the rubbing torque can "be easily
computed. However comparison with the exfierimental rubbing torque is
more complicated, because it can not be obtained directly from the
cylinder shaft, since the torque on the shaft results fran the simultaneous
action of two more actions; parasitic forces and impact forces. However,
as suf^f^ested by Krutikov ( 17)» if the same assumptions are made, tiien
23
The rubbing torque can be estimated by measuring forces on the concave.
Forces on the Concave
Assuming that the impact forces of the rasp bars are not transmitted
to the concave, and that the concave clearance is small canpared with the
cylinder radius, then the same elemental tangential and radial forces
acting on the cylinder, act on the concave. Thus, the system of forces
acting on the cylinder is symmetrical to that acting on the concave.
Forces on the concave can be found by resolving the elemental forces
acting on the concave according to the cartesian coordinate system shown
in Figure 9,
The following components can be written:
- dFt.x (21)
where,
"^r.x = ^r (22)
dFp^y = dF^ sines
'®'t,x = (23)
dF^ ^ = dF^ cosc\ =
and,
dF^ =pb ^ Rdo<
Substituting equations 14, 22 and 23 in equations 21 and integrating;
both of them, the resultant force components become
2^
Figure 8, Elemental forces acting on the cylinder referred to the
cartesian coordinate system
Figure 9* Resultant force acting on the concave
F = Ab
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p COS c< dcK/•
1- Jo
- /jj^psin cK dcK
Jo ~
F = Ab >R
y
p sin o( d o<, / /^pcos d ^
and the resultant force acting on the concave becomes
9 7 —
F = (F^ + F y
Its position relative to the Ox axis is given by
F..
tan (x,F) =
{Zk)
(25)
(26)
(27)
As the resultant force F is the equivalent force of a system of
distributed forces, the moment of the resultant force F relative to the
point 0, center of the cylinder shaft, must be identical to the calculated
rubbing toix^ue. Therefore, the distance H from the cylinder shaft to
the resultant force is f^iven by:
H = (28)
lixperimental determination of the resultant force on the concave and
the rubbing torque on the cylinder shaft during com shelling was
reported by Fox (9), using the method of Krutikov (if!). Six electrical
strain gages were installed on six tensile bars supporting the concave,
as illustrated in Figure 9. Independent recording by a six-channel
oscillograpti permitted analytical and graphical determination of the
resultant F, as well as the distance H, the moment arm of F.
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Graphical and Analytical Computation Process
In calculating the rubbing torque on the cylinder shaft and the
resultant force on the concave, the only part presenting some difficulty
is the evaluation of the integral of the active pressure along the
wrappinf^ concave angle, if is assumed that the rubbing coefficient
remains constant during the process. Since the pressure or radial stress
distribution is known, then the proposed integration can be evaluated.
As was assumed previously, in equations 11 and 12,
•e ^0
/p( ot ) do< = /e(o< ) ^ )r )d':
Jo Jo 6 (cx )
(29)
Substituting eqxiations 5 and 10.b into equation 11, the strain can
be exp2?essed by;
- h - h.
i («) =
d, - -
1
'S.-
ker
R
^1
q( ) dcK -
-CH
q( o< ) dCK
ker -^0
h-, i —o(
1 e
(ll.a)
Substituting equation 11,a into equation 13, the modulus of elasticity
is finally expressed by:
E( 0< ) =Eg + y 1 -
hi - hg
hi 5 cK
R
d, -
^ ''i Y, ,
0 ker-^o
(13.a)
lq( o< ) dcv
Integration of equation 29 depends on the corn kernel separation
through the concave and the com ear feeding rate.
From previous definition
27
, dQ, ( o< )
=^—br-
and from previous investigations (1,8), Kernel separation through the
concave, in terms of discharge, can be expressed by:
^30)
•wliere,
K= coefficient of grain separation, approximately 3.0 - 3.2 (m"^)
R = cylinder radius (m)
CK = wrapping angle (rad)
Q. . = kernel discharge at the concave inlet (kg/sec)
K,in
Q (o< ) = kernel discharge through the R concave length (kg/sec).
s
Consequently, discharge of kernels across a general concave section,
is given by:
°<) =Qk.xn <1 - ' (315
when the specific corn kernel separation through the concave is
q(c^ ) = K e (32)
Figiu?e 10 shows both separation, through the concave and across a
general section of the concave clearance, of com kemels.
The corn crop thickness, S (c< across a general section of the
concave clearance, is evaluated from the intake com crop thickness,
by hypothesis assumed equal to the average com ear diameter, and the
corn kernel flow rate through the concave, as
(? (CX ) = ^ i / q( CX ) dc< (lO.b)
1-1 7
ker -^0
28
q(C?^)/Qk,i„
K = 3.0
CONCA'tffi WRAPPING ANGLE, RAD
Figure 10. Specific and cummulative corn kernel separation through
the concave
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Figure 11. Corn crop thickness variation along the concave length
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Figure 11 shows the graphical integration of the specific corn kernel
separation, as well as the com crop thickness along the concave length.
As can be observed, the analytical process of integration is
laborious when q(c>^) is not constant. However, the graphical process
of integration, followed step-by-step, gives a relatively good precision,
and is reconanended in this case.
Graphical process
Using the graphical representation of<S'(o^), corn crop thickness,
h(cy), concave clearance and their difference, S (o^) - h(^), corn crop
deformation along the concave length, as shown in Figure 12, ^(<^),
corn crop strain can be calculated and plotted, point by point, as shown
in Figure 13, If5(cx') becomes smaller than h(<^), then the minimum
value of the strain must be taken equals to zero, because physically,
tension cannot exist during the shelling process. Using the same
procedure, after E(<^ ) is plotted, the multiplication of E(c<) by
^(o( ) is done, as shown in Figure l4, and the pressxire distribution
along the concave length is obtained. Graphical integration of p( )
along the concave length furnishes the final element needed to estimate
the rubbing torque, as shown in Figure 15.
The same procedures are followed to determine the resultant force
on the concave. Plotting the trigoncsnetric functions, sinc< and coso/,
as shown in Figures l6a and 17 , and performing the multiplications by
p(o<'), thon the graphical integrations of both functions as shown in
Figures l6b and 18, furnish the data to compute the resultant components,
F^ and F^,
30
q{<^ )do(
ill w
S(o()- h(c><)
ix» fJ>
CONCAVE WRAPPING ANGLE, RAD
Figure 12. Parameters describing the interaction between corn crop and
the shelling mechanism; concave clearance, hC^"); corn crop
thickness, o (cv) • total corn crop deformation, h(^)
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Figure 13« Corn crop strain and modulus of elasticity distribution
along the concave length
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p(c<!
an
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CONCA'/E WRAPPING ANGLE, RAD
Figure 14* Pressixre, or radial stress distribution, along the
concave length
p(o( )dcv
e cv
CONCAVE WRAPPING ANGLE, RAD
Figure 15. Integral function of p(cx) along the concave length
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Figure I6a. Pressure distribution and sin^x function along the
concave length
p(c>< )sin«x p(<=x) sin<v do<
p(c>< )sincx
COWCA'/E WRAPPING ANGLE, RAD
Figure l6h. )slnoc and integral function of pCo^jsincy along the
concave length
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Figure 17. Pressure distribution and co3o< function along the
concave length
p(o< )cOSO(
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/p(cX) cosc< d«v
Jci
Figure 18, p(o<)coso< and integral function of p(cs<')coso< along the
concave length
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Analytical integrations of a linear model
If certain assumptions are made, a simplified model is obtained,
and the rubbing torque can easily be determined.
Assuming that:
1, corn crop thickness varies linearly, as
dn - do
5 ( ) =d^
0
where,
d^ = inlet thickness, or, average corn ear diameter
d^ = outlet thickness
0 = wrapping angle (rad)
2. modulus of elasticity is constant;
3. rubbing coefficient is constant.
then, the pressure distribution can be written,
p( ) = E,
and the integral,
.e
/ )do^ = E
1 .
h - h
h - J So,
1 9
\ " ^2
d., - —— o<
•L G
1 -
a - bc><
c - go^ ^
dc>(
yields to the final value of the rubbing torque, expressed as;
, h - h
^ 1 2 ^
d, - h.
(33)
(3t)
(35)
n
rub
1 -
V^2 d^-d
In — + (h - h )
•(36)
Introduction
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EKPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
Impact Tests
Due to the absence of available information about the microscopic
com shelling process in the literature, experimental work was under
taken to determine the corn kernel forces imposed during impact shelling
as an aid to better understanding of the actual macroscopic process.
Efforts were made to relate the experimental work to:
1. energy to detach kernels;
2. shelling efficiency of a cylinder-concave system;
3. kernel damage;
improvement of the actual shelling process
Equi]::8nent
An impacting device capable of applying various velocities of impact
on corn kernels was designed and constructed.
The first thought was to build a gravitational pendulum, but a long
impacting arm, up to five meters, would be required to obtain a velocity
of 10 meters per second. Desired specifications of the impacting device
were:
1, vride range of velocities, up to the speed range used in ccwnbine
cylinders,
2, repeatebility of tests;
3, possibility of preset crop position;
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4, Ease of recording the impulse signals from a transducer;
5. Ease of var3n.ng impact velocity and position of grain.
These requirements were met in the impact machine shown in Figures 19
and 20 ,
Description ^ the machine "Hie numbers preceding the following
•paragraphs are keyed to the numbers appearing in Figures 19 and 20,
1, An inverted "L" frame, fixed on a heavy base, formed the basic
structure of the impacting machine; thus providing free space for corn
ears to be impacted,
2, Transverse to the horizontal part of the frame, a horizontal shaft
was installed on two ball bearings to transmit torque to the impacting
arm,
3, A solenoid, "Dormeyer, model 4^^7-1", served as the power source to
transmit force to a crankshaft through a rod. The rod length could be
adjusted to match the solenoid characteristics,
A friction brake, with exponential action, dissipated energy of the
system following impact, stopping the impacting arm in less than half of
revolution;
5, A plastic moulding material was encapsulated in a small fabric bag
and installed around a steel pin at the free end of the arm brake. This
avoided rebounds of the impacting arm during the first contact with the
brake,
6, A small relay (SPST), working as a mechanical trigger, released the
impacting arm simultaneously with energizing of the solenoid in each
Figure 19. Lateral view of the impacting machine showing its main
components
Figure 20. Half lateral view of the impacting machine showing the
DC tachometer azid a corn ear ready to be tested
i
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Figure 21• Electric control circuit for the impacting machine
1. Variable transformer
2. Manual circuit closing switch, to energize solenoid
and relay
3. Circuit opening switch, operated by brake arm
following impact.
4. Single pole single throw switch ( SPST ), to release
impactor arm
5. Heavy duty solenoid, to accelerate impactor arm
oscilloscope
1.5 V
I—
J
> 50,000
: c
/
figure 22. External triggering circuit for oscilloscope
impact,
7, A normally opened switch, operated by the brake arm, shut off power
to the solenoid and the releasing relay.
8, At the free end of the impacting arm a small piece of steel, acting
as a hammer, supported a small cantilever transducer in such way that the
free end of the cantilever would describe an arc of 290 millimeter radius.
The location of the transducer prevented interference of the impacter with
other parts of com ear after kernel impacts,
9, A DC tachometer generator was installed on the main shaft through a
geared ^:1 ratio gear multiplier. The tachometer provided a voltage
signal that was linear with the impacter speed,
10, A small insulated blade was installed on the impacting arm to
externally trigger the recording system. It contacted two separated
blades, closing for a short period of time the battery operated circuit,
shown in Figure 22, The external signal triggered a storage oscilloscope
just before impact occurred, A 50,000 ohm shunt resistance helped to
stabilize the external trigger circuit,
11, A vise pivoted on the base could be positioned in any angular
position relative to the impact direction. Three particular positions
were observed; 0° and and 90° This vise held the ears in a horizontal
position ready for impact, as shown in Figure 20.
13, Screen cover, with internal cushion was installed to collect the
impacted kernels, and avoid future damages, if any. It was pivoted on
the table to provide easy access to the impacter.
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Transducer No informations about magnitude of forces and time
of impact was found in the literature* The only related information
found was the static force required to detach com kernels from the cob (12),
The first attempt to estimate the time of impact on com kernels
was made usinf^ Hertz theory of impact between elastic bodies (ll). An
apparent radius for corn kernels and a modulus of elasticity were
estimated. Waelti and Burmistrova (4), reported moduli of
elasticity of kernels, in ccwipression test, varying from 1,000 psi to
4,000 psi for 35^ and moisture content, respectively* Zoerb (24)
reported a value of 58,600 psi for the modulus of elasticity of kernels
at l^,4o m,c,, under compression test, in the "elastic region". Poison's
ratio was assxjmed to be 0»35» but no experimental data was found in the
literature. The analysis assumed impact of a sphere of radius R and
mass with a massive plane. The time of impact is given by:
'^imp ~ ^'53
H
JT\jv^ R1
2/5
where,
M| = mass of the kernel
Vj = velocity of the kernel relatively to the impacter
= radius of the apparent spherical kernel
2 2
E. Eg
^2
= Poison*s ratio of kernel
pi^ = Poison's ratio of steel
= modulus of elasticity of kernels
^2 ~ elasticity of steel
Usini^ estimated average values for geometric and physical parameters
of kernels, an expected time of impact was calculated. The first
transducer was designed using the lower values of modulus of elasticity
as a criterion. This transducer was unsatisfactory because of its low
natural frequency. Using the modulus of elasticity value reported by
Zoerb, 5^,^00 psi, for com kernels at 15.^/® m,c,, a time of impact of
55 X10~^ second was calcxiLated, and the final transducer was built.
An aluminum cantilever, 6,3 mm thick, 15nim wide and 12mm long, was
prepared and used during the impact tests. Its natural frequency was
21,000 hz, which was adequate for the proposed application, since it met
Uie minimum specified limit for linearity with external excitation.
This minimum limit was fixed considering that the natiu?al period of free
oscillation of the cantiliver was at least 4 of the time of impact,
I'wo 1/8 in strain gages, Metalfilm, Type C6 - ll6, were installed
on opposite sides of the cantilever, as shown in Figure 23 , Epoxy GA-2
Cemont and Eastman 910 were used to bond the gages and the terminal
strips to the cantilever. After leads were attached, the gages were
protected by a coat of Waterproof Coat GW-it-,
A Wheatstone bridge was designed to match the 120 ohm gages, and
furnish the maximum practical strain gage signal. Gage excitation was
supplied by five six-volt batteries, as shown in Figure 24, A 100 ohm
@15.0 mm
Figure 23. Impact transducer
1,080
100 -
'*/heatstone bridge
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A = 1,000
DC amplifier
Figure 24.. Electrical strain gage circuit
6.3 mm
1/8 in
electrical strain
gages
storage
oscilloscope
potentiometer in series vjith provided the zero-balance of the bridge,
A Dana Model 3520 amplifier, set for wideband frequency input and
1,000 times amplification, was used to feed the bridge signal into a
storage oscilloscope, Tektronix, Model 5^9.
Calibration of the transducer A Chatillon dial push/pull gage.
Model DPP-iO, was used to calibrate the transducer. After the
Wheatstone bridge was balanced, and a convenient voltage scale was
selected on the oscilloscope dial, forces were applied on the cantilever
at the same point of impact on kernels, as shown in Figure 25, Forces
and deflections were recorded. In general, four different points were
enough to fit a straight line from the origin. The same procedure was
applied several times during the tests to check the gage bonding.
Initial calibration value was observed in every checking. The value of
^•75 kg*/mv was used during the forces computations.
Maximum recorded force during the tests was about 20 kg*. The
corresponding strain to furnish this value was about 210jL±n/±n or
0.021;^, This value of strain was also checked by a strain indicator,
Budd, Model P-350,
Sampling
Two varieties. Pioneer 3506 and Pioneer 3715» respectively called
Variety 1 and Variety 2, were picked in two different fields. Two
different moisture content levels, 32^ and 18^ were used, moisture
if'igure ^5. Push/pull gage, Chatillon Model DPP-10, used to calibrate
the impact transducer
Figure 26, Crop moisture detector, Delmhorst Model G-6, used to
determine moisture content in corn kernels

^7
content was determined using a Crop Moisture Detector, Model G-6,
Delmhoust Instrument Co., shown in Figure26 . Although the precision of
that apparatus was said to be + 0,5% using the highest scale, its upper
limit is 30/, The reading of 32^ was an extrapolation of that scale.
This practice violated the pi^cision stated by the manufacturer, but was
still reasonable for the purpose.
For a complete run, two ears with the same moisture content were
used. This was done by selection from the picked com ears.
Corn at trie highest moisture content level was tested just after
being picked. However, corn ears used in the 18^ moisture content level
tests were picked at about 255^ m.c,. Four days later both varieties
were at the Xd% m.c, level, and the second run was completed. In both
cases, com ears were husked just before the tests.
To avoid large variation in kernel weight and shape, only kernels
from the central part of ears were impacted. Care was taken not to
disturb the randomly selected kernels during removal of other kernels
around them. To avoid large differences in moisture content, only a
few kernels were prepared at one time.
Test procedure
After preparation of kernels to be impacted, each com ear was held
by the vise, so that each kernel was in the same position relative to
the transducer for each impact. In general, a distance of 3 mm from the
top of a kernel was taken as the point of impact, as shown in Figure 27,
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Three different velocities, equivalent to 80, 255 and ^15 RPM of
the impactor were selected by dialing a valuable voltage transformer at
zero, 86, and 130 volts, respectively. With zero voltage on the
transformer the releasing relay was manually operated and the system
became a gravitational pendulum. To record the velocity at the monent of
impact, an extra feature of the dual beam storage oscilloscope was used.
The strain gage signal and the DC tachometer voltage were simultaneously
recorded, with both channels in "chopped" position. The gage signal
showed the instant of impact and tachometer voltage output was read at
that point. This procedure was checked by high speed photography, which
showed basically the same value as was determined using the storage
oscilloscope feature.
Normally, during the impact test$, only one channel was used. An
appropriate time base was selected and the external trigger triggered the
oscilloscope just before the impact, storing the amplified strain gage
signal. The impulse signal was transferred frcM the storage screen to
graph paper by copying it on a transparent sheet using a Rapidograph
pen. This process was less expensive and faster than that using a
Polaroid Camera, and precise enough for the purpose if some care is
taken, A typical impulse signal stored on the scope screen is shown
in Figure 29,
Some irregularities were observed during the tests. At the lowest
impact velocity kernels ^-rere sometimes not detached, even though the
recorded impulses were of the same magnitude, A second impulse
observed in those cases, occurred a little after the first one, A
Figure 28, Impacting machine and storage osciloscope used for data
collection
Figure 29. Typical stored impulse signal on the oscilloscope screen
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similar phenononum was not observed in impacting kernels after detachment.
Under such circumstances those data were disregarded and other kernels
were impacted.
An explanation for the second impulse was that after the first
impulse (impact), the kernel was deflected with amplitude not large
enough to cause rupture of its rachilla, or in other words, it did not
acquire energy enough to cause rupt\u:*e of its rachilla and it remained
on the cob. Its enerj^ was then dissipated in damped oscillation. The
second impulse occurred as the transducer struck the oscillating kernel
a second time.
Another characteristic phenomenum observed throughout this experi
mental work was that impacted kernels acquired different motions after
impact, Translational velocity occurring after the impact that caused
its detachment. This was only a qualitative observation, but it helps
to explain why the recorded impulses before and after detachment were
not significantly different. During the impacts, before and after
detachment, the same kernel received the same amount of energy furnished
by the same impulse. In the first case the energy was partitioned in
two parts; energy spent in separating the kernel from the cob, or in
rupture of the rachilla, plus kinetic energy of translational and
rotational movement. In the second case, the total transferred energy
was in the form of kinetic energy of translational and rotational
kernel movement.
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Analysis of data
Since no previous information was known about forces and impulses
during impact shelling, a factorial expeiriment was designed. The original
objective was to analize maximum force, time of impact, time of rising
force, and impulse, before and after kernel detachment. From those
data, evaluation of energy spent to separate corn kernels from the cob
could be processed, and correlated with damage if any.
Unfortunately, due to the characteristics of the transducer, the
lonf^itundinal direction, 3» at the lowest moisture content level was cut
off from the experimental design. This was because of the large
difference in time of impact between y^io m,c, and 18^ m,c, kernels.
Mean values from the three replicates of maximum force, impulse,
time of impact, and time of rising force, in both situations, before
and after detachment, are shown in Figures 30 to 37, varying only with
the velocity. It was observed that, in general, time of impact and
maximum force followed the Hertz theory very closely. However the
maximum forces at the upper velocity level became smaller than those
theoretically expected. It seemed that plastic deformations took
place during the high velocity impacts, although no visual damages,
cracks or Indentations, were observed by simple visual inspection of
kernels.
The first statistical analysis was an analysis of variance on
each parameter, where variations in kernel mass were disregarded. To
overcome the void in the experimental design, this analysis was done
in two parts:
1, both m,c, levels, but only two directions of impact, 90®and ^5°,
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2. on3y one moisture content level, 32^*
In both cases, analysis of variance of the difference, "after"
minus "before" was obtained. In general, no significant differences
were found among the main factors and their interactions, as shown in
Tables 1 to 8, The F values were calculated considering a fixed model.
Analysis of variance of kernel nass showed significant differences
only with variety and moisture content, and their interaction, as shown
in Tables 9 and 10, No significant difference was indicated with direction,
revealing that randomization was not totally satisfactory, because during
the experiments there was a small trend in impacting kernels either
heavier or lighter, in the same direction. However this could probably
be disregarded.
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Table 1 . Analysis of variance for two directions of impact,
90° and ^5^
IMPUI5E
mean squares
Factor d.f.
before
detachment
after
detachinent
difference
after-before
A (variety) 1 19900.1 18624.4* 21.12
B (m.c.) 1 819^+4.6+ 90880.3* 231.12
AB 1 4560.2 1104.5 10153.10
C (direction) 1 22649.2* 28005.6* 284.01
AC 1 30.7 3041.9 2461.68
BC 1 3975.3 22.2 3403.12
ABC 1 22366.1* 7200.0 4186.11
D (velocity) 2 610185.5* 568739.5* 1279.26
AD 2 11444.8 3632.2 2319.90
BD 2 I68O5.8* 26760.0* 5995.53
ABD 2 2806.6 36.2 2864.53
CD 2 2958.9 9-^9.4* 2603.3^+
ACD 2 528.9 5^9.5 976.84
BCD 2 833.7 21.1 833-62
ABCD 2 3821.1 771.5 1661.61
Error li8 2420.1 2032.7 2501.53
Total 71
*Si.^nificant at the
>
one percent level,
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Table a. Analysis of variance for two directions of impact,
o , o
90 and 45
TIME OF IMPACT
before
MEAN SQUARES
after difference
Factor d.f. detachment detachment after-before
A (variety) 1 27144.5* 23980.4* 98,00
B (m.c.) 1 129709.9* 115840.4* 392,00
AB 1 38549.3'^ 30586,8* 460,05
C (direction) 1 10853.5* 6650,9* 512.00
AC 1 10416,0# 5338.9* 840.50
BC 1 9800,0* 6536.0* 329.29
ABC 1 1003-^.7* 4080.1* 1317.65
D (velocity) 2 3137.3* 1247.1* 647,60
AD 2 371.3 3^.7 238.29
BD 2 616.3 910.2 68.79
ABD 2 915.9 911.7 358.93
CD 2 1369.1 830.7 133.29
ACD 2 611.7 623.4 50.04
BCD 2 1095.?^ 541,7 128.76
ABCD 2 1335.9 717.1 104,18
Error 283.9 171.7 350.37
Total 71
"Significant at the one percent level.
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Table 3, Analysis of variance for two directions of impact,
o , o
90 and ^5
TIME OF RISING FORCE
before
MEAN SQUARES
after difference
Factor d.f. detachment detachment after-before
A (variety) 1 ^05,1* 2580.0* 156.06
B (m.c,) 1 11225.0* 6981.7* 501.39
AB 1 7833.3* 2951.7* 1168,05
C (direction) 1 3160.1* 2646.1* 60.50
AC 1 3160.1* 2532,3* 34.72
BC 1 3448.3* 1615.0* 312.50
ABC 1 5460.1* 1615.0* 1136,05
D (velocity) 2 2055.4* 1537.2* 121.17
AD 2 160.5 223.4 67.56
BD 2 137-5 715.1* 304.05
ABD 2 323.0 553.2* 216.22
CD 2 319.3 38O.8 31.50
ACD 2 84.3 227.6 76,72
BCD 2 303.4 392.1 126.17
ABCD 2 790.0* 442.2* 137.39
Error 74.0 70.0 168.18
Total 71
'Significant at the one percent level ,
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Table 4, Analysis of variance for two directions of impact.
90° and ^5°
MAXIMUM FORCE
MEAN SQUARES
after differencebefore
Factor d.f. detachment detachment after-before
A (variety) 1 2^.2* 28,5* 0,18
B (ni.c.) 1 1036.9* 1009.8* .18
AB 1 83.2* 20.0* 21,66
C (direction) 1 7.6 6,0 .10
AC 1 1^7 22.2* .76
EC 1 23.9* 17.9
ABC 1 10.9 3.0 2.45
D (velocity 2 651.2* 523.6* 8.03
AD 2 3.2 6,3 .78
BD 2 179.7* 211.8* 2,20
ABD 2 19.0* 11.6 .94
CD 2 1,8 15.1* 10.28
ACD 2 2.1 1.2 4.2i^
BCD 2 2.6 6.6 7.66
ABCD 2 ^.3 3.1 3.08
Error 48 2.2 2.1 3.72
Total 71
"significant at the one percent level.
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Table 5, Analysis of variance for corn kernels at y?S moisture
content
IMPULSE
MEAN SQUARES
Factor d.f.
before
detachment
after
detachment
difference
after-before
A (variety) 1 25220.2* 1689.0 13856.0
B (direction) 2 2158.7 6911.1 1915.8
AB 2 5662.1 2554.3 3967.6
C (velocity) 2 k08303M 334432.0* 6636.5
AC 2 18564.3* 645.0 19138.7
BC 9776.7 8479.7* 1099.2
ABC 2242,9 3064.7 5^1.6
Error 36 2626.5 1933.5 2459.0
Total 53
'Sif^nificant at the one percent level.
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Table 6, Analysis of variance for com kernels at 3^^ moistiu?e
content
TIME OF IMPACT
MEAI^ SQUARES
Factor d.f.
before
detachment
after
detachment
difference
after-before
A (variety) 1 54530,7* 49624.1* 115.6
B (direction) 2 24465.9* 19644.4* 437.7
AB 2 16497.2* 8632.5* 133^.6
C (velocity) 2 1974.8 575.6 418.1
AC 2 810.5 977.9 258.0
BC 4 2044.5 2199.9 313.1
ABC 4 1114.1 844,9 274.4
Error 36 ^97.5 840.2 751.8
Total 53
*
Significant at the one percent level.
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Table 7. Analysis of variance for corn kernels at 32% moisture 
content 
TIME OF RISING FORCE 
MEAN SQUARES 
. . . 
before after difference 
Factor d.f. detachment detachment after-before 
A (variety) 1 8970.6* 4519.2* 755.6 
B (direction) · 2 4544.2* 3167.7* 16).5 
AB 2 5582.0* 2615.l* 559.1 
C (velocity) 2 1059.4* 1544.7* 515.1 
AC 2 440.2 660.l* 279.0 
BC 4 775.6* 673.8* ' 89.2 
ABC 4 384.5 384.6 70.5 
Error 36 109.4 101.5 198.5 
Total 53 
*significant at the one percent level. 
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Table 8, Analysis of variance for corn kernels at ^2$ moisture
content
MAXIMUM FORCE
MEAN SQUARES
before after difference
Factor d.f. detachment detachment after-before
A (variety) 1 105.5* 36,6* 17.9
B (direction) 2 15.1* 23.6* 1.1
AB 2 3.6 8.2 1.8
C (velocity) 2 187.3* 136.0* ^.1
AC 2 25. 11.9 3.5
BC 1<1^.6* 3.3
ABC 4 0.9 2.7 1.5
Error 36 2.3^ 3.71 3.85
Total 53
Significant at the one percent level.
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Table 9, Analysis of variance for two directions of impact,
o . o
90 and ^5
KERNEL I-IASS
Factor d.f. Mean Square F
A (variety) 1 2.7 0.4
B (m.c.) 1 1317.6 187.1*
AB 1 968.0 137.5*
C (direction) 1 112.6 16.0*
AG 1 29.^ 4.2
BC 1 6i|-.2 9.1*
ABC 1 1^.2 2.0
D (velocity) 2 2.9 0.4
AD 2 11.6 1.6
BD 2 20.1 2.8
ABD 2 9.2 1.2
CD 2 21.2 3.0
ACD 2 14.4 2.0
BCD 2 12.7 1.0
ABCD 2 6,7 1.0
Error 4G 7.0
Total 71
Significant at the one percent level.
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Table 10, Analysis of variance for corn kernels at 32^ moisture
content
KERI^EL MASS
Factor d.f. Mean Square F
A (variety) 1 888.2 123.6*
B (direction) 2 1.8 0,2
AB 2 23.2 3.2
C (velocity) 2 ^.8 5.7
AC 2 5.7 0,8
BC il- 2^.3 3.^
ABC 4 5.7 0.8
Error 36 7.2
Total 53
'Significant at the one percent level •
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High Speed Motion Film
A Wollensack Fastax camera at 3»650 frames per second was used to
record one kernel impact, and the calculated velocity of the impactor
was compared with the value determined from the DC tachometer signal.
The impacting machine was prepared and two corn kernels, previously
detached, were set up at their own rachilla to be impacted. The impacter
was triggered by a delaying time device of the Fastax camera after the
camera came up to speed. At the same time as the impact the DC voltage
signal from the tachometer was stored on the oscilloscope screen.
Analysis of the sequence of pictures taken at the rate of 3,650
frames per second showed that velocities determined using both channels
of the storage oscilloscope were correct.
Besides the velocity calibration, the film provided a means to
observe and study the motion of those impacted kernels. The coefficient
of restitution was determined using the well known definition
V - v
e = - ^
'li - ^2i
where,
e = coefficient of restitution
^If ~ velocity of the impactor after impact
^2f ~ velocity of kernel after impact
^11 = velocity of the impactor before impact
^2i ~ velocity of the kernel before impact.
All of these velocities are referred to the point of impact.
7^
For the two kernels, at moisture content, and velocity of
10 m/sec during the impact, an average value of 0,392 was found for
the coefficient of restitution of the corn kernels. Individual valiies
were 0,285 and 0,500 foi* that coefficient, A sequence of pictures
during the impact is shown in Figures 36 to
Static Tests
The mathematical model discussed was largely based on quasi-static
effects, as compression forces, rubbing forces and shearing forces
acting on the corn crop in the concave.
Data relative to the behavior of the whole com ear under compression
forces was not available in the literature. Some tests were run to
evaluate the modulus of elasticity of the whole corn ear at different
strain levels. This was done to justify assumptions used in Equation 13
and to put the experimental values in the mathematical model to ccsTipare
theoretical values with those actually found in corn harvesting combines,
A Riehle testing machine, 30,000 pounds capacity, shown in Figure
was used. Com ears were slowly compressed and the load and the total
deformation were recorded. After some computations, a stress-strain
diagram was drawn, as shown in Figure ^3» where the compression stress
was calculated using the mean projected area of the whole corn ear and
the strain was referred to the average diameter of the com oar, Onl^
the central part of ears, with a length of about ^ to 6 inches, was
used to avoid large variations in diameter.
Figures 38, 39 and ^0. Sequence of frames taken at 3,650 frames per
second during one impact on a detached kernel
i-:
A>
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It was obseiTved during ccmipression tests that com kernels with
23,« m,c, were flipped out from the cob by edge effects, even after
cob rupture. It was also observed that no apparent damage to kernels
occurred until after cob rupture. Applying a load again on the same
ears, it was observed that all kernels in the four contacting rows,
shown in Figure ^2, sustained cracks in their seed coats in the same
direction as the external applird ccanpression forces, A compression
test of a very dry sample, m,c,, showed that kernels started being
flipped out after cob failure, and this increased very fast during
.yielding of the cob.
Analysis of Figure 43 showed that the first region of the stress-
strain diagram is quite linear and that the corresponding modulus of
elasticity is almost constant, independent of the moisture content of
kernels, A similar result was found by Waelti (23) in studying the
rupture strength of cobs. After the first yield, a second elastic
region was found, but the associated modulus of elasticity was no
longer almost constant with the moisture content of kernels.
Figure 4.1« Hlehle testing inachine used in static compression tests
Figure 42. Close-up of a whole compressed corn ear after the cob
failure
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SUMMARY
A mathematical model which characterizes the corn shelling and
separating processes in a cylinder-concave shelling mechanism was
developed. The model provides for theoretical determination of the
pressure distribution along the concave and the state of stress of the
crop in the threshing slit between cylinder and concave. The model
also provides for determining the resultant force and torque on the
shelling cylinder.
Static compression tests revealed small variation in the behavior
of the whole corn ear at different moisture content levels. Modulus
of elasticity for the whole ear at the initial elastic region varied
from 500 psi to 960 psi.
An impacting device was constructed to simulate forces and impulses
involved in com kernel shelling. Each kernel was impacted twice. The
first impact detached it frcsn the cob, while the second impact was
applied after detachment, but with the kernel replaced in the same
rachilla. Analysis of data from the impact tests revealed no significant
differences in maximum force, time of impact, time of rising force, or
impulse between the two situations, even through an analysis of
covariance used to eliminate the effect of kernel mass variations.
Time of impact, time of rising force, maximum force, and impulse were
I
found at three velocities and two moisture content levels on two varieties,
The stress-strain relationship followed the Hertz theory of impact
between two elastic bodies closely enough to consider that the kernels
behaved as elastic bodies during the tests. No visual damage, such as
82
cracks or permanent deformations, was found even at 325^ moisture content.
Force-time diagrams fran the impact tests were recorded on a storage
oscilloscope, Frcan these diagrams, maximum force, time of impact, time
of rising forces, and impulses were determined. Larger forces, larger
impulses, and shorter times of impact and shorter times of rising forces
were observed in the lowest moisture content samples.
High speed motion picture film would be a very useful tool in
studying kernel deformation if taken at speeds approaching 20,000 frames
per second.
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CONCLUSIONS
1, Statistical analysis showed no significant differences in maximum
force, time of impact, time of rising force, and impulse between
attached and detached single kernels,
2, As moisture content decreased, maxijnum force and impulse encreased,
and time of impact and time of rising force decreased.
3* The observed stress-strain relationship agreed closely with Hertz
impact theory, although a small trend toward plastic defonnation
was noted at the upper velocity level. However no cracks or
permanent deformations vere observed.
The modulus of elasticity of corn kernels increased at high strain
rates,
5, Energy transferred to kernels during impact was large enough to
cause detachment of kernels from the cob. The kernels rebounded
frcwn the transducer after impact, at a velocity higher than that
of the transducer.
REC(MffiNDATION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The author makes the following suggestions for fiirther research on
corn kernel forces during impact shelling.
1, Investigate the total torque on a cylinder combine cylinder, recording
it simultaneously with the cylinder shaft rotation, during actual
corn combining.
2, Construct a transducer xjith a natural frequency over 50,000 hz
to investigate impacts on single kernel with velocities up to
20 m/sec,
3, Investigate forces and impulses in impacting the whole corn ear,
checking them with ultra high speed photography.
Investigate the bioyield pressure of com kernels during impact.
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APPENOtX: STATISTICAL MODELS
89-90
statistical models
ITie statistical models given below were used to conpute the analyses
of variance for the experimental data,
1, ANOV for corn kernels at 32'^ moisture content
\ \ + (AC)^^ + (BC)i^ + (ABC).^1 +
where,
n = 2,3f#.*.tl0t parameters listed in Figure ^
i = 1,2; varieties
k = 1,2,3; directions
1 = 1,2,3; velocities
£xkl»'^NID(0,
2. AKOV for two directions of impact, 90° and 'i-5°
Y„ = + Bj + (AB)j^j + Ck + (AC)^^ + (BC)jjj + (ABC)^j^ + Dj^ +
+ + (BD)j3^ + {ABD)iji + (CD)^ + (ACD)ikl + (BCD)jki +
+ (ABCD)j^j,^j^ +
where,
n = 2,3,.,,,,10; paramonters listed in Figure ^
i = 1,2; varieties
j = 1,2; moisture contents
k = 1,2; directions
1 = 1,2,3; velocities
£ijkta'^NID(0,
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